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(c) View-Dependent Effect

(a) Normal Video

(b) 360° Video with Spatial Keyframes

(d) Per-pixel Effect

Figure 1. View-dependent effect concept: (a) two frames of a normal video sequence shows how camera exposure adaptation and perceived colour
constancy affects the appearance of scene elements depending on what is in frame, such as a window (images captured from a cellphone camera); (b) a
360◦ video of the same scene with two spatial keyframes s1 and s2 to apply a blue and yellow tint; during playback, the user turns their head to view the
scene as v1 , v2 , and v3 ; (c) dynamic view-dependent effects rendered at each view mimic normal video exposure and colour constancy behaviour (video
stills captured from our prototype video player); (d) static per-pixel effects result in an obvious gradient across the scene because it is rendered before
playback independent of user view.

ABSTRACT

CCS Concepts

“View-dependent effects” have parameters that change with
the user’s view and are rendered dynamically at runtime. They
can be used to simulate physical phenomena such as exposure
adaptation, as well as for dramatic purposes such as vignettes.
We present a technique for adding view-dependent effects
to 360◦ video, by interpolating spatial keyframes across an
equirectangular video to control effect parameters during playback. An in-headset authoring tool is used to confgure effect
parameters and set keyframe positions. We evaluate the utility
of view-dependent effects with expert 360◦ flmmakers and
the perception of the effects with a general audience. Results
show that experts fnd view-dependent effects desirable for
their creative purposes and that these effects can evoke novel
experiences in an audience.
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INTRODUCTION

A “view-dependent effect” is when the visual appearance of
scene elements change dynamically as the viewpoint of the
camera or user changes. Many view-dependent effects occur
naturally in the physical world, such as exposure adaptation,
colour constancy, and glare, and so reproducing them is an
important aspect of achieving realism in video media.
In traditional flm, the view is determined by a cinematographer using a physical camera. View-dependent effects such
as exposure adaptation (Fig. 1a) and lens fare occur in the
camera during capture, and flmmakers often add other effects such as tone mapping and vignettes for creative purposes.
However, the “view” is predetermined, allowing flmmakers
to render all effects using standard post-production software.
This process yields a single static colour for each video pixel,
which we call a “per-pixel effect.”
In video games and virtual reality (VR), visual effects can
depend on the player’s view, such as simulating natural phenomena [12, 21] or applying artistic stylizations like vignettes,
lens dirtying, or glare (Fig. 2). However, in 360◦ video, there
is no authoring or playback component in which to encode or

are then interpolated across a single image using a spherical
weight map. Since the method is applied in post-production,
only a single colour effect is applied at each pixel, so the
result is not view-dependent and cannot reproduce our target
phenomena (Figs. 1a and 2).
Dynamic Effects in 3D Games and VR

a.

b.

Figure 2. An example of a view-dependent effect from Witcher 3: Wild
Hunt: when the user changes their view to bring the sun from outside the
frame (a) to inside the frame (b), a glare effect changes the appearance
of the other scene elements, increasing realism and immersion (images
©CD PROJEKT RED, used with permission).

render these effects, restricting flmmakers to per-pixel effects
regardless of the user’s view during playback.
We contribute a technique for adding view-dependent effects
to 360◦ video, by interpolating effect parameters stored in
spatial keyframes throughout the video (Fig 1b). Rendering
these view-dependent effects during playback allows us to
reproduce the varying appearances of scene elements based
on the view (Fig. 1c). This enables the simulation of effects
seen in the real world, flm, and video games, which is not
possible in existing video editing tools that can only encode
a single effect appearance per-pixel (Fig. 1d). Since 360◦
flms are optimally edited in-headset for fast feedback and
representative colour perception, we developed an in-headset
authoring tool using a performance-based interface for placing
spatial keyframes across time and space. Our approach was
informed by discussions with three leading VR and 360◦ flm
studios, we validate our techniques with an expert review study,
and an experiment shows general audiences can perceive a
difference with view-dependent effects.
RELATED WORK

We consider previous work in three areas: 360◦ video,
dynamic effects in 3D games and VR, and using spatial
keyframes for other applications.
360◦ Video Effects

Previous dynamic effects methods for 360◦ have not been
general purpose and focused on specifc non-aesthetic use
cases. For example, since gaze guidance is an important part
of 360◦ video production [26], Danieau et al. [6] explore
how exposure, saturation, and blur can be used to guide a
user’s view towards a point of interest. In another specialpurpose application to reduce motion sickness in 360◦ video,
Fernandes and Feiner [9] use a simple function of speed and
angular velocity to apply a vignette, restricting the user’s view.
These techniques are applied automatically using heuristics
and lack specifc control over the fnal appearance, diminishing
the flmmakers’ creative direction.
Most related to our work is that of Pouli et al. [31], who
proposed colour grading methods for 360◦ panoramic imagery.
Colour grades are applied to a discrete set of views, which

Real-time application of “flmic” colour grading is often applied to 3D video games [15] relying on GPU shaders for
effcient computation [37]. Game engines such as Unreal
support post-processing effects such as adaptation, bloom,
depth of feld, and lens fare [7]. Other work simulates motion blur [12] and lens effects [21] for interactive experiences.
Rather than explicitly authoring these phenomena, they can
also be computationally simulated, such as auto exposure and
tone mapping [20, 34]. Mantiuk [23] adds gaze-dependence
by tracking the users’ eyes to provide more accurate tone
mapping.
While these dynamic effects are used in video games and interactive VR experiences, they are not available for 360◦ videos.
Our work enables flmmakers to author dynamic effects for
360◦ videos by controlling them via the user’s view during
playback.
Spatial Keyframes

Our technical solution uses an expanded version of “spatial
keyframes”, frst introduced by Igarashi et al. [17]. Typical
keyframes in video-editing tools are parameterized by one dimension, time, to interpolate one (or more) dimensional effect
parameters [40]. Igarashi et al. proposed spatial keyframes to
instead parameterize three spatial dimensions to interpolate
among model poses determined by 3D user input. Prior to this,
Rose et al. [35] performed motion interpolation of poses using
radial B-splines, and more recently Noh et al. [27] deformed
smooth surfaces by interpolating 3D samples using radial basis
functions [32].
A related concept of spatial annotations are also used in mixed
reality. Kolbe [19] uses them to annotate outdoor environments for view-stabilized navigation aids, while Sun et al. [41]
uses them to place videos and metadata around a museum.
Related to annotations, a type of spatial keyframes without
interpolation have also been used to mark points of interest in
360◦ video for gaze guidance [22, 30].
Our keyframe method is distinct from prior works because
we parameterize them by both time and two user-controlled
spatial dimensions (for the view direction).
VIEW-DEPENDENT EFFECTS

To motivate and ground our work, we interviewed flm production experts from three professional 360◦ flm studios. Only
one studio used dynamic effects that could be considered viewdependent, because only that studio had the resources for a
custom realtime rendering engine to deliver content. However, all interviewees expressed interest in the potential of
view-dependent effects. One suggested an application for gaze
guidance in horror type videos, another suggested mimicking human vision characteristics, and all commented on how
view-dependent effects could expand their creative options.

a.

b.
Figure 3. Illustration of a view-dependent effect. Left: A 360◦ equirectangular frame with two spatial keyframes s1 , red, and s2 , blue. A user
views the scene centered at direction v. Inset a: A per-pixel effect interpolates s1 and s2 at each pixel and applies the resulting colours, yielding
a visual gradient across the view. Inset b: A view-dependent effect interpolates the colour at v and applies that single colour to the entire view.

With this in mind, we provide an expanded explanation of
view dependent effects leading to a formal defnition. An
illustrative natural phenomenon that can be reproduced by
a view-dependent effect is the appearance of scene objects
in a mixed lighting environment (Fig. 1a). When the view
includes the window (Fig. 1a top), the sunlight darkens and
cools the scene objects, but when the camera includes the brick
wall (Fig. 1a bottom), the same scene objects are brighter and
warmer because of the indoor lighting. The camera sensor
mimics the human visual system’s adaptation to changing
lighting conditions [29]. Video editing software [2] allows
editing colour and tone to control this effect, and video game
engines [7] provide similar support at runtime.
360◦

As noted in our expert interviews, for standard
video, no
single effect can be applied that will reproduce this experience,
as only a single colour can be chosen per pixel of the equirectangular frame. Interpolating effects across the frame [31]
can create unnatural gradients across the visual feld (Figs. 1d
and 3). We overcome this problem by parameterizing effects
based on the users’ view direction, and applying the resulting
effect parameters to the current view. This allows us to create
multiple visual appearances for each scene element and yields
experiences currently only possible within traditional movies
(Fig. 1a) and video games (Fig. 2).
We defne “view-dependent” effects as being (1) parameterized by the user’s view direction, typically determined by a
VR headset, and (2) rendered dynamically during playback.
Conversely, “per-pixel” effects are rendered statically without
knowledge of the user’s view before playback. In the rest of
this section, we detail how we interpolate and render viewdependent effects, and we provide application examples for
effects enabled by our method.
Spatial Keyframes

We defne a spatial keyframe as an extension of the traditional
video editing concept of keyframes, which have a 1D temporal
location within the video. Our spatial keyframes have a 3D
location: one temporal dimension (the video timecode, t) and
two spatial dimensions, the azmuth (φ ) and altitude (θ ) on the
view sphere. A 3D coordinate in this space is represented as
[φ , θ ,t], where the spatial and temporal dimensions are unifed

into a shared space—the temporal dimension is treated as a
third spatial dimension. Note that while we re-use the spatial
keyframe term from Igarashi et al. [17], they are distinct;
Igarashi et al.’s spatial keyframes have three spatial dimensions
only, and are not applied to video.
A spatial keyframe in this space associates its coordinate with
a set of 1 to N parameters for an associated effect (e.g. a colour
flter has one parameter for each colour channel). Each effect
is associated with its own set of spatial keyframes for which
interpolation happens, allowing each effect to be layered on
the video independently.
Spatial Interpolation

Sparse multi-dimensional interpolation has been examined
thoroughly [5, 32, 38]. We use radial basis functions (RBF)
for implicit surfaces described by Turk and O’Brien [43]. Before choosing this approach, we experimented with a number
of different interpolation schemes, barycentric coordinates,
uniform grids, separate treatment of spatial and temporal dimensions, and explored the difference between localized and
global effects. We found that RBF provides the most predictable results when users made changes (adding or removing
keyframes) under the broadest circumstances. For example,
a lens-fare fading in and out quickly can be achieved with
RBFs by placing two spatial key frames near one another.
RBFs also vary smoothly, are fast to compute, and can be
tuned easily to our needs. Prior work used RBFs for similar
reasons [17, 27, 28].
We consider each spatial keyframe to contain a sample of a
real-valued function on the control space. The RBF kernel is
ϕ(x) = |xα |
(1)
where α is a user controlled value that effects how aggressive
the gradient is between control points are (default is 1), x is the
magnitude of the control point vector, and ϕ(x) is the resulting
weight.
The distance between two spatial keyframes is not obvious as
it requires mixing spherical and temporal coordinates. The distance between two spherical coordinates, transformed to points
on the unit sphere (n), is computed using the geodesic distance
with corresponding vectors nv (the user’s view direction) and
nk (the location of the spatial keyframe k), as:
Δσ = arccos(nv · nk ).
(2)
The normalized temporal distance between two frames, tv (the
frame the user is currently on) and tk (the frame associated
with the spatial keyframe k), is:
24
Δt = |tv − tk | c
(3)
tf
where 24/t f converts the current frame rate to a standard 24
frames per second (FPS) video rate and c is a user controlled
value that has the effect of compressing or expanding the
temporal dimension (default is 1). These two distances are
combined to produce their magnitude using an `2 -norm:
q
kxv − xk k2 = (Δσ )2 + (Δt)2
(4)
where xv and xk are points in our video coordinate space.

Figure 4. Visualization of parameter interpolation. Spatial keyframes s1 (cyan) and s2 (yellow) at time ti and s3 (purple) at time ti+4 , interpolate both
spatially and temporally using radial basis functions. Note this does not represent the in-headset viewing experience because any single pixel will have
different parameters applied to it depending on the users’ view.

To interpolate a set of spatial keyframes Q, where a spatial
keyframe q ∈ Q contains both spatial and temporal locations
in the video, qx = [φ , θ ,t], and a set of target effect parameter
values, qP = [p, p1 , . . . , pn ], for a video coordinate xv , we write
the interpolation function as:
N

∑ wk ϕ(kxv − qxk k2 ) + P(xv )

f (xv ) =

(5)

k=1

Equation 5 is effectively a weighted sum over the calculated
keyframe magnitudes produced by the RBF kernel in equation 1, where the weights (wk ) are determined by solving a system of linear equations using the control points qx and associated parameters qP with the constraint that ∀q ∈ Q : f (qx ) = qP .
We defer to previous work for details on how to construct and
solve the system of linear equations [43]. The interpolated
parameter values are then used to render the dynamic effect
for the user’s current viewing direction (Fig. 4).

(a) View-dependent vignette for motion sickness reduction

(b) View-dependent desaturation for gaze guidance

Effect Compositing

After spatial interpolation, the parameters computed by Eq. 5
are applied to the user’s current view in realtime in a postprocessing fragment shader. Our framework allows any type
of post-processing effect that can be parameterized for viewing
direction to be applied to the headset’s rendered feld of view
during playback. For our prototype implementation, we support six effects: blur, tint, exposure, saturation, contrast, and
vignette. These are applied in that order in our shader, with
the output of each effect becoming input to the next. We use
standard flmic effect formulations [13] (details in Appendix).

(c) View-dependent bloom for greater immersion
Figure 5. Example view-dependent effects: (a) a vignette is added to
reduce motion sickness in a fast motion video sequence [1]; (b) desaturation and darkening for gaze guidance is added to a video with a point of
interest [14]; (c) exposure and colour flters create a bloom effect around
the sun. All image stills from our prototype 360◦ VR video player.

360◦ VR Video Player

Using the effects detailed above, we built a video player for
Windows 10 computers with desktop HMDs (Oculus Rift,
HTC Vive, and WinMR) and for iOS devices using Google
Cardboard. Our player can process local or online streaming
videos in standard formats, and can render view-dependent
effects stored as sets of spatial keyframes in a companion
sidecar fle. Spatial keyframes are interpolated dynamically
based on the current view and the effects are composited with
the 360◦ video.
Realtime Rendering Performance

Consumer HMDs refresh their displays at between 72Hz (Oculus Quest) and 120Hz (Valve Index), with the most common
being 90Hz. We measure our performance with the SteamVR
frame timing monitor on our test machine, an Oculus Rift
HMD and an MSI GT73VR Titan laptop with an Intel Core i76820HK CPU and NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU running Windows

10. Our player renders each frame in 3.22ms (σ = 1.63ms),
of which, spatial keyframe interpolation of 1000 keyframes is
2.74ms; this is well within our rendering budget.
Applications

To demonstrate the utility of view-dependent effects for 360◦
flm, we describe a small selection of signifcant use cases
(though many more are possible):
Motion Sickness — A number of researchers have addressed
VR motion sickness caused by 360◦ video with large, fast
translational motions [9, 18, 25]. The common solution is to
analyze the HMD view using heuristics like optical fow, and
apply a vignette to restrict the feld of view. Since vignetting
is a screen-space effect that can be parameterized by view
direction, our framework enables flmmakers to author their

(b)
(a)
(a)
Figure 6. Authoring interface: (a) effect panel with current effect widget,
a 2D hue saturation wheel for the tint effect; (b) the timeline panel showing frame thumbnails with spatial keyframe timeline markers rendered
just above timeline.

own custom motion sickness compensation based on their
directorial purview, without needing to rely on heuristics that
have no context of the video’s underlying narrative (Fig. 5a).
Gaze Guidance — A common 360◦ video problem occurs
when users lose track of where to look in the video and miss
important scene elements. Researchers have experimented
with different visual stimuli to direct users towards points of
interest [6, 26]. Walt Disney’s “Cycles,” a CG animated short
flm that is played in a proprietary real-time rendering engine,
uses the desaturation of the entire scene as a way to indicate to
the user they should reorient their view to a point of interest [3].
Our framework can author the same visual effects for captured
360◦ video and with directorial control (Fig. 5b).
Narrative Effects — A growing number of video games and
VR experiences use screen-space effects to help portray the
environment that the character of the story inhabits. These
include rendering dirt or water droplets on the screen as if
the “camera” is affected by the environment, creating lens
fare effects based on point lights [16], using motion blur [12]
to simulate sickness or drunkenness, or using bloom [39]
to enhance realism or to create dream-like experiences. Our
framework enables these effects for 360◦ flm, bringing greater
depth and immersion to the flm experience (Fig. 5c).

(b)

Figure 7. Effect widgets: (a) showing tint effect colour wheel widget and
effect selection menu; (b) showing contrast effect horizontal 1D slider.

Traditional video editing tools that support animation (e.g.
Adobe Premiere [2]) tend to have complex interfaces with
keyframe tracks for each parameter and many small UI widgets, but this is not ideal for VR as the display resolution
is low and controller input is imprecise. Performance-based
interfaces for animation [4] or painting [8] opt for simpler
interfaces requiring less precise control, in favour of easier
authoring. This trade-off is well-suited to VR, our interface enables effects to be “painted” onto the video by rapidly dropping
spatial keyframes. Instead of a complex UI to edit existing
spatial keyframes, equivalent refnement is accomplished via
unlimited undo or adding additional spatial keyframes.
The interface is composed of two panels, each attached to a
VR controller. The dominant hand controls a timeline panel
and the non-dominant hand controls an effect panel (Fig. 6).
Interaction is through natural view direction, ray-cast pointing,
and controller buttons.
We envision that the user would frst cut and fnalize their
video using traditional video editing tools before adding viewdependent effects, which would be one of the fnal steps before
publishing. The user would load a fnal draft of the video
into our in-headset editor to initiate the process and enable
in-headset editing using the tools described next (see the accompanying video for a demonstration of the in-headset user
experience).
The Effect Panel

AUTHORING INTERFACE

We created a VR application for authoring of view-dependent
effects using spatial keyframes. It is written in C++ for Windows 10, using OpenFrameworks, OpenGL, OpenVR, and
SteamVR, and tested on a MSI GT73VR Titan laptop with an
Oculus Rift HMD.
Our interface is entirely in-headset, providing fast editing feedback while avoiding the colour perception issues encounted
when desktop editing for VR. Nguyen et al. [25] also developed an in-headset video editor with related features such
as spatial markers, adaptive vignetting, and minimap visualization. Nguyen et al. [24] further explored collaborative
editing, including spatial and temporal annotations and gaze
guidance. Galvane et al. [10] developed a complete production
tool with model and camera animation for movie previsualization. These techniques are gaining professional adoption,
as seen in the 2019 Lion King, which heavily relied on VR
during production [36].

The effect panel is used to manipulate, preview, change, and
place spatial keyframes. The panel shows the currently selected effect widget, and buttons to open the system menu,
open the effects menu, and invoke undo and redo (Fig. 7).
Six effects can be selected using a menu: tint, exposure, saturation, contrast, vignette, and blur. Tint has two parameters,
hue and saturation, adjusted using a 2D colour wheel widget
(Fig. 7a). Vignette has two parameters, radius and falloff, adjusted using a 2D input control. Exposure, saturation, contrast,
and blur effects have a single parameter adjusted by a widget
with a 1D slider (e.g. (Fig. 7b). All effect widgets are manipulated using either the controller “thumbstick” or with a ray
cast from the other controller.
Spatial Keyframe Placement

Once an effect and target parameter settings are selected, the
user presses the controller trigger to preview the effect when
the spatial keyframe is placed at the centre of their current view.
They can adjust the position of the keyframe by changing their

(a)

(b)

a.
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c.

Figure 8. Timeline effect visualizations: (a) effect tracks show how parameters change over time for the current view direction; (b) effect minimap showing how parameters change over the entire 360◦ equirect.

Figure 9. Study videos: (a) Golden Gate; (b) Rocket Launch; (c) Offce
Scene.

view, then place the keyframe in the video by releasing the
trigger.

task and reduced learning overhead. The participant continued
until they were satisfed with their result. After completing
the task, the participant answered a series of 5-point Likert
questions, followed by open-ended questions.

The Timeline Panel

The timeline panel allows interactions such as play, pause, and
scrubbing (Fig. 6b). Buttons under the timeline navigate to
previous or next spatial keyframes, toggle different visualizations, and toggle attaching the panel to the controller or the
world. The controller’s “B button” can be held to view the
scene with all effects turned off temporarily, an “unaltered
flm view.”
Effect Visualization

To help users track many effects in time and space, the interface provides three visualizations, all implemented with GPU
compute shaders for real time feedback. “Timeline Markers”
show what time spatial keyframes are placed in the video near
the current view direction. “Effect Tracks” visualize how effects evolve over time in the current view direction (Fig.8a).
An “Effect Minimap” visualizes how effects interpolate over
the entire 360◦ sphere using an equirectangular projection of
a video frame (Fig.8b).
EXPERT REVIEW

To understand if flmmakers fnd our implementation of viewdependent effects for 360◦ video useful and usable, we conduct
an expert review. Our design follows related studies [10,24,25]
with subjective measures of perceived utility and qualitative
observations.
Protocol

We recruited 8 expert users who are all professionals in the
flm industry and all report familiarity with post-production
effect tools (age 26 to 55, µ = 39, 6 male, 2 female). Remuneration was a $50 gift card. Each participant used our
authoring interface and system while seated in a swivel chair
in an unobstructed space.
After brief on-boarding to introduce view-dependent effects
and the authoring interface, the participant explored the system
in VR by experimenting on 360◦ video taken at a Golden Gate
bridge scenic lookout (Fig. 9a). Once comfortable with the authoring interface, they viewed a 360◦ video of a rocket launch
(Fig. 9b) on a desktop monitor in equirectangular format. Afterwards, they used our system in VR to add their desired
effects to the rocket video using tools for tint, exposure, saturation, and contrast. Restricting tools in this way focused the

Results

Responses to Likert questions are shown in Figure 10.
Purpose (Fig. 10a) — All participants responded neutral or
positive to statements about view-dependent effects being helpful for story and narrative, artistic vision, user enjoyment, and
user immersion. Artistic vision received unanimous positive
agreement.
Satisfaction (Fig. 10b) — Regarding overall feelings towards
view-dependent effects, only one participant was less than
neutral when rating satisfaction with their fnal video, understanding the concept, or likelihood of using view-dependent
effects in the future. For the latter two measures, the remaining
participants were all above neutral: it is notable that all but
one would use view-dependent effects in the future. Participant comments often emphasized creative applications, like
“enhance the atmosphere and emotional feel” (P7).
Usefulness (Fig. 10c) — Regarding how useful different viewdependent colour effects are: seven responded positively to
saturation and contrast, with no negatives; tint and exposure
are more varied, with one ‘Disagree’ and one ‘Strongly Disagree’ respectively, but the rest neutral or positive. While one
participant found tint and exposure “distracting” (P1), other
participants generally had positive comments, like “I would
defnitely use this in a 360 video editing workfow” (P5).
Confdence (Fig. 10d) — Participants were asked if they felt
confdent when adding spatial keyframes and making changes
to the video. When predicting effects, fve reported ‘Agree’
or above. When asked if they felt they had suffcient control to complete their task, four reported ‘Agree’ or above.
When committing spatial keyframes, six participants reported
‘Agree’ or above. Notably, no participants commented on the
interpolation scheme or unintended results.
User Interface (Fig. 10e) — Participants were asked to rate the
usefulness of different user interface features. No participants
responded negatively, two responded ‘Neutral’ for ‘Timeline
Markers’ and ‘Effect Tracks’, all others responded ‘Agree’
and above. The ‘Effect Minimap’ visualization received the
most positive response, with 7 participants reporting ‘Strongly

a.

b.

Figure 11. Example of rendering variants for Golden Gate video in perception study: (a) VIEW- DEPENDENT and (b) PER - PIXEL. An apparent
colour gradient can be seen across image (b).

inspired by related studies also gathering participant feedback
by toggling between conditions, such as comparing different
view-dependent textures [22] or different typefaces [44].
Protocol

We recruited 10 participants (age 24 to 35, µ = 27.8, 8 male,
2 female). No remuneration was given, though free food
was provided. All reported having tried a VR experience
before; only one reported using VR frequently. None of the
participants had any professional video or flm experience.
The primary independent variable is rendering variant with
two conditions: PER - PIXEL, the traditional static approach
of existing video editing tools, and VIEW- DEPENDENT, our
dynamic technique. Our system was used to play videos with
both rendering variant conditions. The only difference was
how effects were rendered: the same set of spatial keyframes
and parameter value control points were used.
Figure 10. Expert responses to 5-point Likert questions.

Agree’ and one reporting ‘Agree’. The ‘Timeline Panel’ and
‘Unaltered Film’ also received all positive responses. We
observed that participants frequently used the ‘Unaltered Film’
view to check their changes against the original video, giving
them a baseline for comparison.
Discussion

Overall, participants were positive about view-dependent effects and our system. There were several comments on the
realtime compositing aspect of the system, where one participant liked that they could do local effect changes “without
additional render times” (P4) and another liked the “decoupling of [the] flter from the video” (P1) for realtime feedback.
A third participant expressed that they were “excited about
working” (P6) with these tools.
PERCEPTION STUDY

The goal of our second experiment is to determine if a general
audience (i.e. non-experts) can perceive a difference when
effects are rendered per-pixel or view-dependent, and whether
they evoke different kinds of experiences. Importantly, our
goal is not to show view-dependent effects as clearly superior,
we include a preference question with a neutral choice as
another way to gauge perceived difference. Establishing a
universal audience preference for a creative effect may not
be as meaningful or useful to flmmakers. Our method is

Two videos were tested, each with both rendering variant
conditions. One video depicts an outdoor scene at a scenic
overlook (Fig. 9a), referred to as Golden Gate. The other video
depicts an indoor offce environment (Fig. 9c), referred to as
Offce.
Video and rendering variant combinations were counterbalanced using a Latin square. During the session, the
participant viewed the video in VR while the experimenter
switched between rendering variants (example in Fig. 11).
Variants were switched about every 5 to 20s, or at the request
of the participant. To avoid bias, each variant was referred to
generically as ‘A’ and ‘B’. After viewing each video in this
way, the participant rated the degree of perceptual difference
on a 5-point Likert scale, and asked which condition they
preferred. Each session was approximately 15 minutes.
Results

All participants perceived at least some difference between
the variants, all seeing a ‘Little Bit’ of a difference or more
(Fig. 12). A ‘Subtle’ difference was reported six times and
an ‘Apparent’ difference four times. Two participants were
confdent that they had seen a large difference between variants for the Offce video only. A Chi Squared Goodness of
Fit Test found participant responses deviated from a uniform
distribution (χ42,N=20 = 11.78, p = 0.018), further suggesting
there are perceived differences between the two variants.
Regarding preference, the divergence from the neutral choice
of ‘Neither‘ further demonstrates a perceptual difference in

effect on their experience, showing view-dependent effects
can evoking audience reactions in 360◦ video.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 12. Proportion of perceived difference ratings between variants.

The design of both the interpolation scheme and VR editor
were refned through iteration and testing, resulting in one
possible solution to enable view-dependent effects. In this
section, we explore the limitations of our current approach and
present areas for future research.
Spatial Interpolation Formulations

Figure 13. Proportion of rendering variant preference choices.

rendering variants (Fig. 13). Only 3 participants had a neutral experience for at least one video and only one participant
had a neutral experience for both. A signifcant majority deviated from neutral to choose either view-dependent or perpixel as their preferred variant (χ12,N=20 = 5, p = 0.025). Regarding participants preference across all three choices (viewdependent, per-pixel, or neither), no signifcant result is re2
ported (χ2,N=20
= 1.3, p = 0.52). This is not unexpected
and aligns with previous work examining preferences toward
post-processing effects [11].
Discussion

There is compelling qualitative data demonstrating phenomenological variance when participants experience the two
rendering variants.
In the Golden Gate video, participants commented that VIEWDEPENDENT felt “fresh”, “more clear”, and “brighter” compared to PER - PIXEL. Some felt that there was more contrast
between the viewing directions for VIEW- DEPENDENT and
that it felt “like 3D.” In contrast, PER - PIXEL was viewed as
“less cozy”, and multiple participants pointed out a “noticeable
gradient” in the image.
In the Offce video, VIEW- DEPENDENT was perceived to have
various “light changes” as if a light source in the scene had
moved. Others said the scene seemed to be “warmer”. One
participant suggested that it “felt like a video game” further
elaborating to say it felt like a “bloom effect”. In contrast,
PER - PIXEL was seen as more “neutral” and “washed out.”
Importantly, our goal is not to show view-dependent as superior, since fnding such a result may not be possible or relevant.
For example, related studies found cinematography effect preferences diffcult to assess, since they are infuenced by aspects
like emotional attachment [11] or contextual factors like scene
content and camera motion [42]. Consider how a dissolve
transition is not better than a wipe transition; each may be
used in different contexts and for different creative purposes.
Similarly, view-dependent effects are another tool in the flmmaker’s narrative and aesthetic toolbox. What is key is how
participants stated each variant had a noticeable and perceived

In the fnal implementation of our interpolation scheme, we
used a sparse multi-dimensional interpolation method that
was inspired by the work of Igarashi et al.[17], but other approaches are also possible. For example, we treat the spatial
and temporal dimensions as a single unifed space in which interpolation occurs; an alternative approach is to treat the spatial
and temporal dimensions separately. Another consideration is
how an effect propagates across the video. We implemented a
global RBF scheme, which allows a single spatial keyframe to
effect the entire video. For example, to apply an effect over
a specifc duration, spatial keyframes are needed before and
after the duration’s beginning and end, to set the effect parameter before the duration, within it, and afterwards, effectively
localizing it to a particular part of the video. This approach
is similar to the behaviour of existing keyframe editing tools
found in commercial video editors. Alternatively, the spatial
keyframe interpolation could be local instead, only rendering
the effect to a particular part of the video. However, this approach has some apparent limitations when the effect needs to
be maintained beyond the localized area of the keyframe. For
example, in order to maintain an effect, the user would have to
continuously apply adjacent keyframes throughout the video,
which can be a tedious process.
A limitation of our global interpolation is that it can be diffcult
to apply effects to moving fgures over time, which requires
tracking the object. A moving camera can also be diffcult.
This is similar to editing moving objects and cameras in traditional video, which also requires tracking. Local effects
may be able to support this use case more easily. The relative
merit of global and local interpolation, and how to effectively
combine them in a single system, is an open question.
Preformative and Control Based Interfaces

Our in-headset VR editing interface is designed so the user
can layer effects on the video through a simplifed interface.
This is a similar approach to pixel-based photo editing tools,
where the user performs edits by layering corrections on top of
existing content. Another approach is a complex interface that
enables precise control over individual keyframes, their parameters, and how they behave on the video. This approach is
similar to how vector-based editing tools work, where existing
content can be tweaked and corrected through direct manipulation. There are obvious trade-offs, where one gives control at
the cost of increased UI complexity and the other simplicity at
the cost of explicit control. Exploring this dichotomy further
is an interesting direction for future work.

Expanding the Effect Vocabulary

We use a set of effects that are based on standard flmic formulations [13]. This provides a complete but minimal basis
for evaluating view-dependent effects for 360◦ video. Other
types of view-dependent effects are also possible, including
screen-based effects like lens-fares and screen artifacts, or
other post-processing effects like chromatic aberration. In
actuality, any effect that can be parameterized by view and
implemented in a graphics shader could be implemented and
applied to the video. Future work could explore other viewdependent effects that are novel for 360◦ video, or even how
view-dependent effects might be applied to traditional video.
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CONCLUSION

360◦

We presented a technique that makes it possible for
flmmakers to add dynamic view-dependent effects for artistic
purposes and specifc application goals like motion sickness
reduction, gaze guidance, and to great greater immersion. The
key insight is to use spatial keyframes, which are sparsely interpolated to the user’s view direction to compute the applied
effect. A VR in-headset interface demonstrates how spatial
keyframes and effect parameters can be authored. One user
study shows that experts can understand and use our viewdependent effect technique, and they are excited about the
possibilities of using it in their projects. A second study suggests audiences perceive stylistic differences in our technique.
In the future, we plan to extend our system with other types
of view-dependent effects, and investigate other tools and
interface controls for flmmakers, such as fne-grained control
of spatial interpolation parameters. Overall, we hope that our
work can help evolve 360◦ video into an even more creative
and immersive experience.
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(6)

i=1 j=1

Exposure adjusts the pixel’s brightness with a single gain
parameter, E. Combined, tint and exposure are applied as:
Cout = 2E (Cin ◦Ctint )

(7)

Saturation makes a pixel more or less colourful by interpolating with the pixel luminance, Yin = Cin · [0.25, 0.5, 0.25], and
is controlled by a single parameter S:
Cout = Yin + S(Cin −Yin )
(8)
Note we do not use perceptual coeffcients [33] to compute Yin ;
ours are chosen by a colour grader for aesthetic reasons [13].
Contrast makes whites and blacks more or less distinct, by
interpolating with a constant neutral gray, b = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5],
controlled by the parameter X:
(9)
Cout = b + X(Cin − b)
Vignette darkens and desaturates the image borders, and is
controlled by two parameters, radius R and falloff F. For a
view pixel p = [x, y] and its distance from the view centre d,
we compute the vignette as:
⎧
d≤R
⎨ 1
R
(10)
f=
d ≤ R+F
1 − d−
F
⎩ 0
d > R+F
Cout = fCin + (1 − f )Cblack

(11)

